
Hi my name is Shalita Taylor I’m submitting this testimony on the behalf of my loved one and other 

parties affected by this particular bill. The nature of this charge that you ‘ll call felony murder, is 

disrupting to the justice system, let alone to any individual under 25 . I was 25 once and there were 

things that I wasn’t full aware of at this age. I did not understand the consequences behind noticing 

something was wrong until it was revealed, with boyfriends or other manipulative situations .I say this 

because felony murder gives a young person life even if they’re not the actual killer. I say this because 

the felony murder is identically treated as premeditated and has the same sentencing guidelines as  first 

degree murder. unfair. In which first degree is premeditated murder from the actual shooter, which 

causes the suspect (charged with felony murder) who could be unaware, to be punish identical to the 

same mental state of another person that is guilty of first degree murder, which is held by 

premeditation, totally unfair. Now the actions of the  young person who is given a life sentence, 

identical to first degree, is premediating something right, which felony murder  can stem from influence 

by the conflictions of this world or the action of that same young person being in a bad place with others 

and not being aware, totally unfair. No one should be punish or labeled as killer if they’re not a killer and 

anyone under 25 having their whole life taking away for unawareness, incognizant ,influenced, or just 

clearly being in the wrong place and not knowing the other individual mindset, totally unfair . Let alone 

given the same sentence as one who, aware, unsensible, and completely wrong and a flat-out killer. 

totally unfair. I support this bill thank you for your time 

  

 

 


